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QUESTION 1

The SCOTT/TIGER user exists in two databases, BOSTON_DB and DALLAS_DB, in two different locations. 

Each database has a tnsnames.ora file defining DALLAS_DB as a service name. 

Examine this command: CREATE DATABASE LINK dblink1 CONNECT TO scott IDENTIFIED BY tiger USING
`dallas_db\\'; 

How do you execute the command so that only SCOTT in BOSTON_DB can access the SCOTT schema in
DALLAS_DB? 

A. as SCOTT in DALLAS_DB 

B. as SCOTT in BOSTON_DB 

C. as SCOTT in BOSTON_DB and SYS in DALLAS_DB 

D. as SYS in both the databases 

E. as SCOTT in both the databases 

Correct Answer: B 

Database links are either private or public. If they are private, then only the user who created the link has access; if they
are public, then all database users have access. 

https://docs.oracle.com/cd/B28359_01/server.111/b28310/ds_concepts002.htm#ADMIN12085
https://docs.oracle.com/database/121/SQLRF/statements_5006.htm#SQLRF01205 

 

QUESTION 2

Which three are types of segments in an Oracle Database? (Choose three.) 

A. undo 

B. index 

C. stored procedures 

D. sequences 

E. tables 

F. clusters 

Correct Answer: BEF 

Reference: http://www.adp-gmbh.ch/ora/concepts/segments.html 

 

QUESTION 3



Which three statements are true about dropping and unused columns in an Oracle database? (Choose three.) 

A. A primary key column referenced by another column as a foreign key can be dropped if using the CASCADE option. 

B. An UNUSED column\\'s space is reclaimed automatically when the block containing that column is next queried. 

C. An UNUSED column\\'s space is reclaimed automatically when the row containing that column is next queried. 

D. Partition key columns cannot be dropped. 

E. A DROP COLUMN command can be rolled back 

F. A column that is set to UNUSED still counts towards the limit of 1000 columns per table 

Correct Answer: ADF 

Answer A is RIGHT: Oders is Parent table with PRIMARY KEY ord_no, Order_items is child table which ord_no is
REFERENCE KEY that reference ord_no of Parent table, now drop PRIMARY KEY on Orders by command: ALTER
TABLE orders DROP COLUMN ORD_NO CASCADE CONSTRAINTS; Answer D is RIGHT: ORA-12984: cannot drop
partitioning column Answer F is RIGHT: Unused Columns Count against 1000-column Table Limit Causing ORA-01792
on Compressed Table (Doc ID 2259600.1) and "ORA-01792: Maximum Number Of Columns In A Table Or View Is
1000" AND HIDDEN_COLUMN name is recreated with date and timestamp (Doc ID 2624150.1) 

 

QUESTION 4

A database is configured to use automatic undo management with temporary undo enabled. 

An UPDATE is executed on a temporary table. 

Where is the UNDO stored? 

A. in the undo tablespace 

B. in the SYSAUX tablespace 

C. in the SGA 

D. in the PGA 

E. in the temporary tablespace 

Correct Answer: E 

Oracle database 12c Release 1 (12.1) introduced the concept of temporary undo, allowing the undo segments for global
temporary tables to be stored in the temporary tablespace. This allows global temporary tables to be used in physical
standby databases and read-only databases, as well as removing the need to create redo. 

16.7 Managing Temporary Undo By default, undo records for temporary tables are stored in the undo tablespace and
are logged in the redo, which is the same way undo is managed for persistent tables. However, you can use the
TEMP_UNDO_ENABLED initialization parameter to separate undo for temporary tables from undo for persistent tables.
When this parameter is set to TRUE, the undo for temporary tables is called temporary undo. 

16.7.1 About Managing Temporary Undo Temporary undo records are stored in the database\\'s temporary tablespaces
and thus are not logged in the redo log. When temporary undo is enabled, some of the segments used by the temporary
tablespaces store the temporary undo, and these segments are called temporary undo segments. 



Reference: http://www.dba-oracle.com/t_temp_undo_enabled.htm Reference:
https://docs.oracle.com/database/121/ADMIN/undo.htm#ADMIN11479 

 

QUESTION 5

Which two statements are true about the SET VERIFY ON command? (Choose two.) 

A. It can be used only in SQL*Plus 

B. It displays values for variables used only in the WHERE clause of a query 

C. It can be used in SQL Developer and SQL*Plus 

D. It displays values for variables created by the DEFINE command 

E. It displays values for variables prefixed with andand 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

 

QUESTION 6

You execute this command: 

CREATE SMALLFILE TABLESPACE sales DATAFILE `/u01/app/oracle/sales01.dbf SIZE 5G SEGMENT SPACE
MANAGEMENT AUTO; 

Which two actions must you take to ensure UNDOTBS01 is used as the default UNDO tablespace? (Choose two.) 

A. It must be smaller than the smallest BIGFILE tablespace 

B. Free space is managed using freelists 

C. Any data files added to the tablespace must have a size of 5 gigabytes 

D. It uses the database default blocksize E. It is a locally managed tablespace 

Correct Answer: DE 

Incorrect segment management clause It lets you specify whether Oracle Database should track the used and free
space in the segments in the tablespace using free lists or bitmaps. This clause is not valid for a temporary tablespace.
AUTO :Specify AUTO if you want the database to manage the free space of segments in the tablespace using a bitmap.
MANUAL :Specify MANUAL if you want the database to manage the free space of segments in the tablespace using
free lists 

E - Correct https://docs.oracle.com/cd/B28359_01/server.111/b28310/tspaces002.htm#ADMIN11360 Create a locally
managed tablespace by specifying LOCAL in the EXTENT MANAGEMENT clause of the CREATE TABLESPACE
statement. This is the default for new permanent tablespaces, 

D - Correct https://docs.oracle.com/cd/B28359_01/server.111/b28310/create005.htm#ADMIN11105 The most
commonly used block size should be picked as the standard block size. In many cases, this is the only block size that
you need to specify. Typically, DB_BLOCK_SIZE is set to either 4K or 8K. If you do not set a value for this parameter,



the default data block size is operating system specific. 

 

QUESTION 7

Which three statements are true about a self join? (Choose three.) 

A. The ON clause must be used 

B. The query must use two different aliases for the table 

C. It must be an equijoin 

D. It must be an inner join 

E. The ON clause can be used 

F. It can be an outer join 

Correct Answer: BEF 

 

 

QUESTION 8

Examine this description of the TRANSACTIONS table: 

Which two SQL statements execute successfully? (Choose two.) 

A. SELECT customer_id AS "CUSTOMER-ID", transaction_date AS DATE, amount + 100 "DUES" FROM transactions; 

B. SELECT customer_id AS "CUSTOMER-ID", transaction_date AS "DATE", amount + 100 DUES FROM transactions; 

C. SELECT customer_id AS CUSTOMER-ID, transaction_date AS TRANS_DATE, amount + 100 "DUES AMOUNT"
FROM transactions; 

D. SELECT customer_id CUSTID, transaction_date TRANS_DATE, amount + 100 DUES FROM transactions; 

E. SELECT customer_id AS `CUSTOMER-ID\\', transaction_date AS DATE, amount + 100 `DUES AMOUNT\\' FROM
transactions; 

Correct Answer: BD 



 

QUESTION 9

Which three statements are true about GLOBAL TEMPORARY TABLES? (Choose three.) 

A. A TRUNCATE command issued in a session causes all rows in a GLOBAL TEMPORARY TABLE for the issuing
session to be deleted. 

B. GLOBAL TEMPORARY TABLE rows inserted by a session are available to any other session whose user has been
granted select on the table. 

C. GLOBAL TEMPORARY TABLE space allocation occurs at session start. 

D. Any GLOBAL TEMPORARY TABLE rows existing at session termination will be deleted. 

E. A GLOBAL TEMPORARY TABLE\\'S definition is available to multiple sessions. 

F. A DELETE command on a GLOBAL TEMPORARY TABLE cannot be rolled back. 

Correct Answer: ADE 

 

 

QUESTION 10

Which three Oracle database space management features will work with both Dictionary and Locally managed
tablespaces? (Choose three.) 

A. Oracle Managed Files (OMF) 

B. Online table segment shrink 

C. Online index segment shrink 

D. Automatic data file extension (AUTOEXTEND) 

E. Capacity planning growth reports based on historical data in the Automatic Workload Repository (AWR) 

Correct Answer: ADE 

 

QUESTION 11

Which two are true about a SQL statement using SET operators such as UNION? (Choose two.) 

A. The data type group of each column returned by the second query must match the data type of the corresponding
column returned by the first query. 

B. The number, but not names, of columns must be identical for all SELECT statements in the query. 

C. The data type of each column returned by the second query must exactly match the data type of the corresponding
column returned by the first query. 



D. The names and number of columns must be identical for all SELECT statements in the query. 

E. The data type of each column returned by the second query must be implicitly convertible to the data type of the
corresponding column returned by the first query. 

Correct Answer: AB 

https://docs.oracle.com/en/database/oracle/oracle-database/21/sqlrf/The-UNION-ALL-INTERSECTMINUS-
Operators.html#GUID-B64FE747-586E-4513-945F-80CB197125EE 

 

QUESTION 12

You execute this command: 

Sufficient storage is available in filesystem /u01. 

Which two statements are true about the BIG_TBS tablespace? (Choose two.) 

A. AUTOEXTEND is possible for the datafile 

B. It must be bigger than the largest SMALLFILE tablespace 

C. Additional data files may not be added 

D. It will be a dictionary-managed tablespace by default 

E. It will always have a 32K blocksize 

Correct Answer: AC 
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